D&D Motor Systems, Inc.
"Yamaha G-19 Conversion to D&D Regen Controller"
The following steps describe the installation of the D&D Motor Systems, Inc.
Regen controller in a Yamaha G-19 golf car. Refer to the Yamaha schematic and
the picture supplied with these instructions during installation.

1- Remove the two center and the two passenger side batteries from the car.
2- Remove the old controller.
3- Cut off the Ring terminals from the Green and Black Field wires and
replace with Female Blade connectors.
4- Cut the Small 18AWG Red wire connected to the charge port. Leave this
wire as long as possible from the wiring harness. Relocate the wiring
harness toward the passenger side of the car.
5- Attach a 5/16 ring terminal to the red wire coming from the wiring
harness that was cut in step 4 and attach it to B+ terminal of the contactor
coming from the battery pack .
6- Replace the ATC 3A fuse located in the Black Rubber fuse
holder with an ATC 10A fuse that is supplied.
7- Remove approximately two inches of tape from the wiring harness below
the Black Rubber fuse holder and locate the Red/Yellow wire going to
the white connector from the Contactor Coil and cut it. Leave as much of
the wire as possible connected to the white connector. Tape up the end
of the Red/Yellow wire left in the wiring harness. Locate the Red/White
wire, also in the wiring harness, and splice the Red/Yellow coming from
the White Contactor connector into it without cutting the Red/White wire.
Tape the wiring harness back up to protect the wires.
8- Mount the controller with the bus bars facing the passenger side
using two self tapping screws; one in the lower right hand (looking
from top of controller) mounting hole and the other in the upper left
side mounting hole.

9- Connect the two field wires; Green to F1 and Black to F2.
10- Connect the B+ cable from Output Side of the contactor and the Motor
A2 cable to the controllers B+ bus bar.
11- Connect the Motor’s A1 cable to the controller’s M- bus bar.
12- Plug the G-19 adapter onto the controller and secure with the
screw provided. Plug the cable harness plug into the G-19 adapter.
13- Replace the old battery cable from the Battery Pack Negative terminal
to the controller’s B- bus bar with the longer one supplied.
14- Replace the batteries and install the Fuse provided with the controller
between the Battery Pack Positive terminal and the Cable going to the
contactor Input.
15- Double check all your wiring. Position Tow/Run switch in the “Run”
position.
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